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1 Introduction

Ambitious plans to decarbonize electricity will require very high levels of variable renewable electricity (VRE) generation, specifically from on- and off-shore wind and solar PV. Fortunately, the cost of VRE is now competitive with conventional generation (at least with a suitable carbon price) even under normal market conditions – and the 2022 energy crisis has dramatically emphasized this cost advantage. This holds out the attractive prospect of “subsidy-free” VRE entry, although there are sound market design principles for providing suitable long-term contracts to
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† I am indebted to very helpful comments from Par Holmberg, Robert Ritz, Richard Green, Stan Zachary and Chris Dent with the usual disclaimer and to the presentations at the EERA Expert Workshop In Leuven in September, 2022 (EERA, 2022). I am also indebted to the two journal referees.
reduce risk and hence lower the cost of finance. Such contracts may well be cheaper than the expected future wholesale prices but even so attractive to most developers. Other VRE may still choose to enter on a merchant basis (Gohdes et al., 2022, Flottmann et al., 2022). The average capacity factor for onshore wind between 2013-17 was below 30% in 16 of the 18 countries surveyed by Gönil et al., (in press), with the UK at 25% and the world average 23%. Offshore wind has a higher capacity factor, with the world-wide average from 2010-21 at 40% (Fernández, 2023), also the UK average from 2017-22. The UK average of all wind from 2017-2021 was 32%, with 2009-21 average for on-shore wind 26.4% (DUKES, 2022, table 6.3). UK solar PV averaged 10.8% (2014-21), while the global average has been rising as PV is increasingly located in lower latitudes, rising to about 17.5% (Fernández, 2023). In the US the range is from 28% in the SW states to 16% in the NE (EIA data). Northern Europe (above 50° N) averages 15% or less (Wu et al., 2022).

The share of VRE in total annual generation will be determined by its average capacity factor, but the peak to average ratio is its inverse, thus 3-4:1 for on-shore wind, 2-2.5:1 off-shore, and 7-10:1 for PV in N Europe, lower in the south. At high VRE penetration (e.g. above 50%) peak output will exceed total demand (including exports and storage), and the resulting surplus must be curtailed (i.e. spilled or discarded). Marginal curtailment, that is the number of hours the last MW of capacity is prevented from delivering, is typically more than three times average curtailment, but price signals for VRE investment are given by average, not marginal, curtailment, leading to potentially excess entry by merchant VRE, even if normal marginal system integration costs are efficiently priced.

The contribution of this article is, first, to emphasize the implication of far higher marginal than average curtailment of each VRE technology for assessing the benefit of further additions of that technology. The second and main contribution is to identify a largely overlooked integration cost that in conventional systems is costless, but becomes costly once curtailment becomes unavoidable. The third contribution of this article is to cast doubt on claims (Ueckerdt et al., 2013; Korpás and Botterud, 2020) derived from residual load curve analytical models that efficient pricing will in long-run equilibrium result in revenue adequacy for all types of generation and storage batteries.[1]

The overlooked system integration cost is the need to provide adequate inertia. System inertia is costless with adequate controllable generation synchronously connected to the network, as spinning turbines provide inertia whenever they are exporting electricity. Non-synchronous (or inverter-based) generation like wind, solar PV and DC links that connect to the network by

[1] provided they experience constant returns to scale, which is an acceptable and the default assumption in power system modelling.
power electronics (inverters) lack the natural inertia of a spinning turbine.

Inertia is needed to even out fluctuations in demand and supply – if there is a sudden shortfall, the system frequency (50 or 60 herz - cycles per second) starts to fall, and its rate of fall depends on how much power can be drawn from the inertia connected to the system. Systems are designed to ensure that frequency is kept within a narrow range (e.g. 49.5 to 50.5 herz in GB) and primary reserve capacity is kept ready to increase output before that limit is reached. The lower the system inertia, the more challenging it is to activate this replacement inertia in time. In addition, if the rate of change of frequency exceeds a critical level then generation and load will automatically disconnect to protect equipment, potentially leading to a system-wide black-out or requiring load shedding.

As the share of simultaneous non-synchronous (inverter-based) penetration (SNSP) reaches a critical level, the share of inertial generation will fall to a dangerous level at which frequency can no longer be reliably maintained within its safe limits. The System Operator will intervene to keep enough inertia on the system by curtailing non-synchronous generation. As VRE penetration increases, new ways of providing synthetic inertia without the need for the spinning mass of turbines are likely to be introduced. Already synchronous condensers and grid-forming inverters are increasingly deployed to manage shortages of conventional inertia, notably in Australia where interconnections are weak. In South Australia, VRE penetration reached 68.4% in 2022. In a notable recent event, South Australia was able to accept a peak VRE penetration of 91.5% on 19 November 2022 when the grid was disrupted by broken transmission lines because of the presence of four new synchronous condensers and the Hornsdale battery (150 MW, 193 MWh). “In order to manage the power system, AEMO directed some synchronous generators online for FCAS (Frequency Control Ancillary Service) provision, and instructed the local network provide (sic) to curtail distributed PV for four to 10 hours each day from November 13 to 17, and on November 19. Renew Economy understands this affected up to 400MW of capacity. Even with these synthetic sources of inertia, system stability still required synchronous generation and limits on VRE penetration. This article considers two stability requirements – for inertia, already discussed, and the need to provide fast-acting reserves to maintain demand-supply balance in the event of outages or line failures.

VRE at high penetration levels will inevitably lead to curtailment, either for system stability reasons, or more obviously because potential VRE supply exceeds total system demand (including export and storage options). Curtailment can be reduced but only by costly actions, keeping more expensive flexible generation operating, and by investing in synthetic inertia, transmission

investment (including interconnectors to other regions or countries) and/or storage. The contention of this article is that analytical and systems models have overlooked additional inertia costs, which can be significant as the quantification developed below argues. Thus in the case of the Single Electricity Market (SEM) of the island of Ireland this cost of inertia can add 10-20% to the cost of wind investment under 2022 system operating codes. In future the SEM aims to raise SNSP levels by a combination of ancillary services, synthetic inertia and the requirement for new wind farms to provide a fast frequency response (FFR) service (IEA, 2021, p81).

The next section surveys the literature and identifies the various integration costs of VRE. Section 3 sets out the analytic model and shows cost recovery in liberalized electricity markets for dispatchable generation. Section 4 introduces VRE, marginal curtailment and the need for a corrective charge to account for required inertia before quantifying this curtailment cost for the SEM. Section 5 concludes with some policy implications.

2 Literature review and integration costs

The literature on the costs and benefits of high VRE penetration can be found in the rather separate electrical engineering and energy economics literature, with recent attempts to reconcile them (Ueckerdt et al., 2013; EERA, 2022). The engineering cost-based approach starts from the levelized cost of electricity (LCoE) of a particular technology, such as wind, and then adds a number of system integration costs to determine the marginal social cost of that technology, often described as the System LCoE or the market value levelized cost, MLCoE. The philosophy of cost-based approaches is to provide estimates for policy makers to assess the costs of decarbonizing or otherwise changing their power systems (National Grid ESO, 2022). The UK Government periodically updates the cost elements of different technologies and their LCoEs (BEIS, 2020), which provide only part of the costs needed in constructing suitable energy portfolios. The more comprehensive energy system optimization models attempt to include the ancillary service and storage options but typically only model long-run equilibrium configurations, often with a limited range of system stability constraints. Zerrahn and Schill (2017) provide an excellent review of such models, but even their comprehensive model does not address inertia requirements.

In contrast, the economic approach either uses observed market prices to measure the cost of the ancillary services needed for VRE (e.g. Savelli at al., 2022), or examines whether their prices are at efficient levels. If not, the observed distortions may be removed by a change in charges, prices or contract design (Newbery, 2023a). The economic argument is that an efficient set of market prices for all the various ancillary services and grid charges will guide generators to make efficient entry and operating choices (Joskow, 2011). The different time scales of forward-looking investment and hourly operating decisions may require quite complex contracts for network
access. That requires a forward or system view to determine future prices, amounts of ancillary services needed and resulting network charges, so there is an obvious practical overlap with the engineering/systems modelling and economic approaches.

The three main categories of the system integration costs of VRE normally identified are (i) balancing costs arising from the unpredictability of output and load combined with the difficulty of costlessly varying the output of controllable generation, including additional reserve costs for system security, (ii) the merit-order or profile costs caused by the lack of correlation of VRE with load, thus adversely impacting the residual demand to be met by controllable generation, and (iii) a catchall category of grid costs that depend on network constraints, the location of VRE and resulting congestion costs (Heptonstall et al., 2020; Savelli et al., 2022).

The economic approach is top-down (from the market to cost) compared to the engineering bottom-up cost-based approach. It starts by recognizing that generation assets provide a wide range of services with differing values. For an efficient choice of technology all these characteristics need to be properly rewarded. Energy Systems Catapult (2019, fig. 7) lists these as the five C’s: Commodity (i.e. energy, MWh), Capacity (MW), Capability (the ability to provide a range of ancillary services), Congestion (its management, the value of reducing congestion), and Carbon (the cost of CO₂ emissions). Depending on the category these will vary with, and thus need to be differentiated by, time and location. One obvious problem in looking at the value of any technology is that many of these value streams are jointly produced but variously constrained (thus energy cannot exceed capacity, and energy at one location may add to or reduce congestion depending on its capability). Capability can become critical at high VRE penetration as system stability will require a minimum level of dispatchable plant running to deliver other ancillary services than inertia (such as primary reserves).

The reconciliation of the two approaches in long-run equilibrium can either start with costs (the LCoE) and add the (marginal) system integration costs to reach the correct (social) market value (MLCoE) (Ueckerdt et al., 2013) or start with the observed wholesale market value of energy and deduct the technology cost (LCoE) to derive the market value of the integration services (which in equilibrium should be the same as the marginal integration costs). The technology-specific integration costs are the additional services that have to be procured from the rest of the system to allow the unit to be efficiently accommodated. Efficient decentralization then requires targeting marginal additional integration costs on those who cause them (Milligan et al., 2011). There is usually a considerable difference between the short-run integration costs and the costs after reaching long-run equilibrium. That difference can be called the transition cost (Ueckerdt, 2013). Short-run costs can be reduced by installing battery storage at critical points, reducing fossil capacity, reinforcing networks and building interconnectors (Newbery, 2018b).
integration costs are highly system dependent and unlikely to be similar across different systems, even controlling for the level of VRE penetration (Hirth et al., 2015, p 927, Heptonstall and Gross, 2020). Even in long-run equilibrium, integration costs will depend on the resource base (wind, sun, available flexible plant options), as well as market size and network constraints that are not cost-effective to remove.

Mowers and Mai (2021) provide an extensive survey to demonstrate and explain the wide range of differences in integration costs. They point to the limitations of using observed market prices for various ancillary services and the difficulty of disentangling integration costs derived from system simulation studies. Instead they suggest a theoretical framework for determining the relative value of each technology (e.g. wind) compared to a reference technology. They suggest the reference could be the hypothetical “technology that contributes to all system requirements (at all locations) in proportion to the requirement levels themselves” (Mowers and Mai, 2021, p3). The integration cost is then the shortfall in the value offered by the technology. This approach is similar to that suggested for measuring a plant’s contribution to system adequacy by Effective Load Carrying Capacity, discussed next.

2.1 De-rating capacity for system adequacy

Effective Load Carrying Capacity (ELCC) or Equivalent Firm Capacity (EFC) attempts to measure the contribution any plant makes to system adequacy, a concept much debated in the literature. “ELCC measures the amount of load that can be added to a system given the addition of a resource, while maintaining the same level of reliability . . .” (ESIG (2021, p18). However, “Numerous studies suggest that the ELCC of a resource type is highly dependent on the underlying resource mix and the load profile – both of which change continuously.” (ESIG, 2021, p19.) ESIG (2021, fig. 4) shows that as the number of dispatchable independent units increases, so the system probability of normal failure falls asymptotically\(^4\) In consequence, in reasonably large systems each technology type can be equally de-rated. The same is not true for VRE, where the resource (wind or sun) is typically highly correlated over a region, implying that it is a better approximation to consider them as single large units, whose loss has a material and uncertain impact. Thus the average capacity factor of wind in winter, when scarcities are more likely, may be well above its annual average, but despite this, wind cannot be sufficiently

---

3There is a related debate about whether to measure system reliability by the Loss of Load Expectation (LoLE hrs/yr), as in this article, or Expected Energy Unserved (EEU, MWh/yr), not to mention measuring resilience to rare but high impact weather events, where different technologies may be more or less adversely impacted, with different contributions to reliability (Wolak, 2022).

4excluding design or generic faults that may require outages of a number of similar plants, such as the 2022 French nuclear outages.
relied upon to deliver at times of system stress to count as firm. If VRE is paid the Value of Lost Load in scarcity hours, it may earn considerably more than its de-rated capacity suggests, so that unless its unpredictability is properly taken into account, it will be overpaid, inducing excess entry.

Bothwell and Hobbs (2017, p174) note that “the marginal contribution of wind and solar often decreases as the installed amount increases (Keane et al. 2011).” Part of the reason is curtailment, discussed below, but a more important reason is the correlation impact discussed above. Keane et al. (2011) is particularly relevant in underlining that the EFC of wind not only depends on the amount of wind capacity, but on the strength of the wind in any year, illustrating this for Ireland between 1999 and 2008. Storage can raise the EFC of VRE by reducing the consequences of short-term variability.

This dependency and its implication for the measurement of EFC has been brought more up to date in Zachary et al. (2019). That article also provides a useful discussion of the relationship between two different reliability metrics, the Loss of Load Expectation (LoLE, number of hours on average per year when load may be shed) and Expected Energy Unserved (EEU). For many but not all purposes there is a direct mapping between them, justifying the choice of LoLE as a suitable metric (but not for the evaluation of storage). They note that VRE can be treated in the same way as conventional plant only if “the process of variable generation is statistically independent of that of demand, in which case the de-rated level of variable generation is close to its mean value” – which only holds if in addition the Value of Lost Load remains constant regardless of the length of disconnection, and that people are risk neutral as between a high probability of a short disconnection and a lower probability of a long disconnection, each with the same number of EEU. Söder et al. (2020) show that there is no uniform solution in their review of de-rating VRE in 14 different counties.

2.2 Other integration costs

Most studies of the impact of VRE concentrate on their price impact – the merit order or profile effect in which low variable cost renewables push out the supply curve and lower prices, impacting the profit of incumbents. The static merit order impact of renewables capacity in displacing fossil plant is well-understood (Clò et al., 2015; Cludius et al., 2014; Deane et al., 2017; Green and Vasilakos, 2012; Ketterer, 2014; Csereklyei et al., 2019). The long-run equilibrium effect is quite different, depending on the entry and exit decisions of conventional plant. Green and Léautier (2015) provide the most sophisticated analytical model. Korpás and Botterud (2020) show that in long-run equilibrium all plant, including VRE and battery electrical storage, breaks even under constant returns to scale – in stark contrast to the short-run profile profit impacts, and a more
reasonable approximation, albeit a claim that is questioned in the model below.

The literature on learning effects is mainly concerned to estimate its rate, summarized in Rubin et al. (2015). Gambhir et al. (2021) discuss how it should be treated in system models. Green and Léautier (2015) include learning-by-doing in their model of optimal support for renewables, and calibrate the model for GB. Newbery (2018a) develops an algebraic model to estimate the global benefits of additional investment and the justified subsidy, which varies between technologies and thus justifies different subsidies to each type (apart from charging different grid connection charges reflecting their time-different impacts on network costs).

The literature on curtailment concentrates on either local curtailment and congestion management, as discussed by Joos and Staffell (2018) for Britain and Germany, or the need to increase storage for a lower-cost future system (Pudjianto et al., 2014; Weiss and Wänn, 2013). Henriot (2015) looks at inflexibilities caused by priority dispatch of VRE and intertemporal constraints where inflexible generation takes many hours from cold to be available. These costs depend on the system flexibility and are ignored in the model below. At past rather low levels of penetration, Heptonstall and Gross (2020) find that “the median values for the share of VRE output curtailed across all penetration levels is consistently low, not exceeding 5%” but as this article shows, because the marginal curtailment is many times the average level, this can rapidly rise without a very flexible system. The SEM, where curtailment was already above 8% by 2020, therefore provides a foretaste of the future. To the best of our knowledge there are no studies on the implications of the difference between marginal and average curtailment for market failure and the need for a corrective charge.

2.3 The requirements of efficient pricing

Efficient pricing requires identifying and correcting all externalities. Both decarbonization and supporting VRE are global public goods, VRE through its learning externalities that lower the cost of future investment. To solve the problem of financing such public goods, the EU requires (in its Clean Energy Package) member states to agree to targets for emissions reduction and VRE penetration – an excellent example of turning these into club goods (Buchanan, 1965). The UNFCCC Paris Agreement and Mission Innovation⁵ are examples of widening the club, ideally to the whole world. The EU’s targets are set out in the 2030 Climate and Energy Framework⁶. For these to be delivered in liberalized electricity markets, a number of market failures and distortions will have to be addressed.

The first and most obvious is that the external costs of fossil generation, and particularly
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5 see http://mission-innovation.net/
6 at https://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/strategies/2030_en
CO₂ emissions, will need to be properly charged\textsuperscript{7}. The EU’s chosen instrument is the Emissions Trading System, but until its reform in 2018, the resulting carbon prices were well below the social cost of carbon. From December 2020 to January 2022 the EU and GB carbon prices were above €80/tonne CO₂ and so above the Paris target-compliant level. In countries with inadequate carbon prices, VRE integration costs can be credited with the value of CO₂ displaced, which will be fuel-mix dependent (Savelli et al., 2022; Chyong et al., 2020).

The second is that the external learning benefits of deploying VRE should be appropriately rewarded (see Newbery, 2018a and references therein; Gambhir et al., 2021). The EU’s policy here has been to set targets for renewables share in total energy, and to encourage innovation through its European Strategic Energy Technology Plan (which, however, is aspirational rather than requiring binding commitments). As learning depends on developing, designing and installing reliable capacity, the learning benefits are a function of cumulative installed capacity, not subsequent output (when the electrons are the same as those from fossil generation). That implies the subsidy should be paid to reliable capacity (e.g. for the first 30,000 MWh/MW\textsuperscript{8} and not to output (as with the EU’s assigned target shares of output), which would distort the market (Newbery et al., 2018; Newbery, 2023a). Unfortunately, most subsidy systems create considerable distortion costs (Peng and Poudineh, 2019).

The third implication of high VRE penetration is to threaten the efficiency of investment decisions in the flexible plant required for capacity reliability. There is growing consensus that, while an energy-only market with prices capped at the Value of Lost Load might, in ideal circumstances, deliver the right level of reliability, a capacity auction, perhaps for Reliability Options, reduces the risk (particularly of future policy uncertainty) and hence the cost of delivering reliability (Battle et al., 2007; Grubb and Newbery, 2018; Newbery, 2016a; 2017). Holmberg and Ritz (2020) investigate the case for capacity payments with price caps for systems with high renewables penetration in a model complementary to that developed here. Joskow and Tirole (2007) set out the stringent conditions under which well-designed markets could deliver the specified level of reliability in markets with price caps and capacity obligations, where only a fraction of customers respond to real-time scarcity prices. Working back from a derivation of the Value of Lost Load (VoLL, which they point out is unlikely to be independent of the nature of the load-shedding event), they show in their benchmark case that all generators and Load Serving Entities should face the VoLL in cases of load shedding. They conclude that the unusual physical characteristics of electricity and networks “makes achieving an efficient allocation of resources with competitive wholesale and retail market mechanisms a very challenging task.” (Joskow and

\textsuperscript{7}Other air pollutants, particularly from coal, can also be costly – see Holland et al. (2020).

\textsuperscript{8}Steinhilber (2016) notes that this is the support used for wind in some parts of China.
This article highlights the way in which VRE should be treated in de-rating for procuring adequate capacity.

The fourth implication is that marginal system costs should be charged to the source of these costs (Milligan et al., 2011). Kaffine et al. (2020) point to an additional cost of VRE, in that intermittency over short time periods raises CO₂ emissions from flexible fossil generation, but that would be addressed if CO₂ were correctly priced. There are empirical estimates of the short-run systems costs of variable renewables at varying levels of penetration (Heptonstall and Gross, 2020) discussed above, and simulations of possible future costs at high VRE levels (e.g. the extensive list of references in Committee on Climate Change, 2019), but little by way of simple modelling that can give better insights and simpler estimates.

All of these are widely recognized in the literature discussed above, but there is an additional cost that has not been recognized or quantified. Beyond some level of penetration, excess VRE must be curtailed. If wholesale prices are efficiently set, this will cause the price to fall to the avoidable cost of the (very low, possibly zero) marginal VRE, encouraging self-curtilment. The contribution of this article is to argue that the marginal curtailment is many times higher (3-4+) than the average level of curtailment. For efficient investment decisions it is marginal curtailment that is relevant, while the market only values (or penalizes) average curtailment, resulting in a “tragedy of the commons” (Hardin, 1968). This is similar to the distortion that is claimed to arise in some models of collective ownership (e.g. Meade, 1987) in which n workers share in total profit, but may have only 1/n incentive to add to that profit – a theory that has spawned an immense literature.

This article models and quantifies this implication of curtailment for the specific case of wind using residual demand analysis, a widely used (Korpås and Botterud, 2020) but necessarily limited approach to full system integration analysis. Residual demand analysis assumes that decisions in any hour have no dependence on decisions in any other hour, and thus ignores start-up costs and ramping constraints, as well as short-term uncertainties that may impact costs. A number of integration costs that might appear to be missing from this approach can be included. Thus congestion and grid expansion costs can be included by assuming nodal pricing and efficient connection contracts, with the market area suitably redefined. Capacity or adequacy costs can be included by suitable de-rating of nominal capacity to Equivalent Firm Capacity (EFC), with all the problems discussed above.

The simple model below shows first, the source and magnitude of this curtailment cost and second, the source and size of the shortfall between social value (that depend on marginal curtailment) and market revenue that is only reduced by average curtailment. It derives the

---

9But see Ueckerdt et al. (2013) and Korpås and Botterud (2020).
corrective inertia charge needed in a liberalized market to allow “subsidy-free” entry of VRE and estimates its magnitude. The data for the empirical estimates are taken from the Single Electricity Market (SEM) of the island of Ireland (downloadable from Newbery, 2020), where the value of the global learning externality (derived from Newbery 2018a) is shown to be comparable to and offsets the inertia charge. The SEM is a particularly important market to study, as it is widely recognized as being at the forefront of addressing the challenge of high VRE penetration in a small, isolated system (Newbery, 2021).

3 The model

The model is the simplest version to illustrate the problem. A fuller model is available in the earlier working paper (Newbery, 2020) but the results are essentially the same. In this version all obvious market failures are assumed away or internalized, so that VRE faces market prices when deciding whether or not to generate, the carbon price (relevant for fossil generation) is at the efficient level and all learning spill-overs are either zero or properly remunerated. As with all models using residual demand curves, it is assumed that ramping constraints do not bind, start-up costs can be ignored, and that output in any hour is independent of that in any other hour. Congestion and balancing costs are internalized by nodal pricing. There are constant returns to scale, required to show that revenues can be equal to costs in equilibrium.

The electricity market is isolated and has determined the Value of Lost Load (VoLL), $V$, which sets the reliability standard of $L$ hours Loss of Load Expectation (LoLE) per year. To show that the problem arises because of curtailment and not because prices can fall to zero, initially there are three conventional (i.e. controllable or dispatchable) types of generator: peaking plant (e.g. open-cycle gas turbines), conventional fossil base-load plant (e.g. combined cycle gas turbines), and nuclear plant with zero variable cost. In even modest-sized regions, most individual generating units are small relative to total demand, so can be considered smoothly expansible at constant cost, giving constant returns to scale. Their Equivalent Firm (or de-rated) Capacities (EFCs\footnote{National Grid ESO (2019) explains the concept and resulting de-rating factors for GB. De-rating correctly implies that de-rated capacity can run 8,760 hrs/year.}) are $P$, $F$, and $N$, with annual unit fixed costs (to recover the capital and other fixed costs) $r_J$ and unit variable operating costs $v_J$ ($J = P$, $F$, and $N$ for the plant types), with $v_P > v_F > v_N = 0$, and $r_N > r_F > r_P$.

Let $D(t)$ be demand in calendar hour $t$ with the Load Duration curve $D(h)$ with $D' < 0$, so that load is re-ordered with the highest load in hour 1, where $h$ is the number of hours that demand is higher than $D(h)$. Thus $t = 1$ might be hour 1 of Jan 1, $h = 1$ is the hour of highest demand. Then $D(L)$ is the required firm (de-rated) capacity required to meet the reliability
standard. The market is in long-run equilibrium with all future costs and $D(h)$ known and constant. The ability of all plant to generate up to its EFC is assumed independent of its output in the preceding hour, so that in the ordered hours, $h$, the sole determinant of plant outputs are $D(h)$ and their relative cost. The total cost of meeting demand (except for the $L$ hours of lost load) and the cost of the amount of lost load (in MWh), valued at the VoLL, $V$, is

$$C = Nr_N + Fr_F + Pr_P + V \int_0^L (D(h) - D(L))dh + v_P PL + v_P \int_L^{h_p} (D(h) - N - F)dh$$

$$+ v_F F h_p + v_F \int_{h_p}^{h_F} (D(h) - N)dh + v_F Nh_F + v_N \int_{h_F}^{H} D(h)dh,$$

(1)

(where the last two terms can be ignored as $v_N = 0$). Here $h_p$ is the number of hours peak generators run, $h_F$ is the number of hours fossil baseload plant runs, and $H$ is the number of hours in the year (8,760). Peaking generation only runs when $D(h) \geq N + F$ and fossil generation will run all the hours for which $D(h) \geq N$. The first integral is the cost of lost load, the following term ($v_P PL$) is the cost of running peaking plant for the hours that it runs at full capacity, followed by the second integral when it runs at less than full capacity, and similarly for the other technologies. Figure 1 shows the load duration curve (using GB load data to illustrate its likely shape) and the amounts of firm capacity and the aligned efficient price duration curve on the right hand axis (truncated as $V >> v_P$).

![Load and efficient price duration curves](image)

Figure 1: Load and efficient price duration curves

The LoLE, $L$, satisfies $D(L) = N + F + P$, fixed by the VoLL, $V$ in (3) below. It follows that $\partial P/\partial F = \partial P/\partial N = -1$, allowing us to ignore the choice of $P$ in the optimization. The
first order conditions for cost minimization of (1) are

\[
0 = \frac{\partial C}{\partial F} = (r_F - r_P) - v_P(L + h_P - L) + v_F h_P,
\]

\[
0 = \frac{\partial C}{\partial N} = (r_N - r_P) - v_P h_P - v_F(h_F - h_P) + v_N h_F
\]

\[
= (r_N - r_P) - h_F v_F - h_P(v_P - v_F),
\]

\[
h_P = \frac{r_F - r_P}{v_F - v_P}, \quad h_F = \frac{r_N - r_P}{v_F}.
\]

which is a well-established result from screening curve analysis (e.g. see Stoft, 2002). Once the critical hours are fixed, the required efficient EFCs for different plant can be deduced from

\[
N = \frac{D - 1}{h_F}, \quad F = \frac{D - 1}{h_P} - N, \quad P = D(L) - N - F.
\]

While the critical hours \( h_J \) depend only on costs, the capacities and amount generated by each type of plant depend on demand.

3.1 Decentralizing the efficient solution

Efficient prices when there is adequate capacity to meet demand, \( p_J \), will be equal to the short-run system marginal cost (SMC) set by the most expensive plant required to meet demand. In this constant returns case \( p_J = v_J, J = P, F, N \) unless load must be shed. When load is shed to balance demand and supply (in the \( L \) shortage hours) the price will be set by the demand side at the Value of Lost Load, (VoLL), \( p_L = V \). Peaking generation only runs for \( h_P \) hours and must cover its cost. It only makes profits when prices are higher than its avoidable cost, which, except for lost load hours, will also be the price. This leads to a very simple (and widely recognized) relationship between the VoLL, \( V \), the LoLE, \( L \), and the net cost of new entry (net CoNE, i.e. net of any revenues earned in the market):

\[
r_p = L(p_L - v_p) + (h_P - L)(p_P - v_p) = L(V - v_p).
\]

The net unit profit of base-load fossil plant will be, after cancelling zero terms where \( p_F = v_F \) and substituting for \( V \) from (3) and \( h_P \) from (2):

\[
\Pi_F = L(V - v_F) + (h_P - L)(v_P - v_F) - r_F,
\]

\[
= r_p + h_p(v_P - v_F) - r_F = 0.
\]

In other words, free entry that drives net profit to zero delivers the efficient volume of this capacity (as shown earlier in Newbery, 2016b). The same is readily shown to be true of nuclear

---

11 Screening curves are the plot of total cost of any technology against hours run. The least-cost plant mix is their lower envelope, so that peak capacity has the lowest intercept but the steepest slope and meets the base-load fossil where \( r_F + h_P v_F = r_F + h_P v_F \). Similarly the fossil total cost line meets the nuclear total cost line where \( r_F + h_F v_F = r_N \).
net profits (where free entry is interpreted as "subsidy-free" contracted entry). Indeed, the reason for including nuclear power with, in this case, an assumed variable cost of zero, is to show that it is not the zero variable cost of wind that is the cause of the problem, merely the symptom. Nor is the source of the problem the sudden discontinuity in the market price when moving from one marginal technology to another (including nuclear power or wind) as figure 1 shows several sharp discontinuities.

4 High penetration of Variable Renewable Electricity

In many markets (e.g., Queensland, see Gohdes et al., 2022) the cost of solar PV has fallen so far that it is very competitive against fossil generation, and households are willing to install solar panels without subsidy. Similarly on-shore wind and increasingly off-shore wind are becoming competitive (Jansen et al., 2020). Thus in the UK, the July 2022 renewables auction cleared at a strike price $^{12}$ £202246 ($70)/MWh for solar PV and at £202242.5($65)/MWh for off-shore wind, considerably below the pre-crisis carbon inclusive cost of gas-fired generation. As such they often seek "subsidy-free" long-term contracts. The model is one of long-run equilibrium in which capacity has time to adjust, and thus rules out short-run disequilibrium reasons for new plant entry.

Consider wind as the exemplar VRE whose output in any hour per MW of capacity is $\tilde{\phi}$, a random variable independently drawn from its distribution for each hour, and thus with a constant expectation, $\phi$. To simplify, its variable cost is taken as $v_W = 0$ (both assumptions are relaxed in Newbery (2020)). If name-plate installed capacity of wind is $W$, its EFC is taken at $\delta W$, determined according to best practice by the System Operator when procuring required capacity (and discussed further below). The model above is now modified by dropping nuclear power, and replacing the reliability constraint with $D(L) = P + F + \delta W$. Conventional plant now needs to deliver the residual demand – demand net of VRE, $R(t)$. The potential supply to meet total demand $D(t)$ in hour $t$ is $G(t) + \phi(t)W$ (where $G(t)$ is output from conventional generation) but his may be excessive, in which case the wind will need to be curtailed.

In addition, there are a set of requirements to ensure system stability, explained in more detail in Newbery (2021). Initially the relevant constraint is that the share of non-synchronous generation (specifically VRE, as it is connected to the grid asynchronously and cannot normally deliver inertia) must be kept below a specified fraction of demand to reduce the rate at which

---

$^{12}$The auctions were for a CfD with FiT, which pays the strike price on metered output for 15 years, regardless of the market price.

$^{13}$In this perfect foresight stationary world long-term contracts are redundant but in an uncertain world with missing long-term futures markets they are essential for reducing finance costs.
frequency drops with a supply loss or a sudden increase in demand. The Grid Codes specify the allowable Rate of Change of Frequency (RoCoF) that determines the amount of inertia to avoid breaching the RoCoF standard. This is normally specified by the maximum acceptable System Non-Synchronous Penetration (SNSP). Thus in the Single Electricity Market (SEM) of the island of Ireland studied in Newbery (2021) the target 2020 SNSP is 75% (since achieved). The 2030 SNSP target is 90%, presumably requiring substantial synthetic inertia and other frequency responsive services. At higher levels of SNSP the requirement to have other flexible plant running to deliver primary reserves (in particular to manage the loss of the largest plant or network link on the system) will require a minimum of $m$ MW of dispatchable plant immediately available.

The level of SNSP will initially be critical in determining the amount of curtailment and hence the size of the resulting market distortion, and to that end define the required share of conventional generation as $\beta = 1 - \text{SNSP}$ (so $\beta = 25\%$ in the SEM case). Thus in this section it is assumed that $\min(\phi(t)W - (1 - \beta)D(t)) > m$, so the inertia constraint binds first. This condition will be relaxed after discussing the inertia constraint. While $\phi(t)W$ is potential wind output, actual or useful wind output will be $w(t) = \phi(t)W - k(\phi(t)W,t)$.

Residual demand is then $R(t) = D(t) - w(t)$ and can be ordered for the set of hours with and without curtailment. Define $h$ as hours without curtailment, ordered so that $R(h), R' < 0$, over $[0, H - h^*]$. For the remaining $h^*$ hours wind is curtailed. It is convenient to define $y$ as hours with curtailment with the curtailment function $k(\phi(y)W, y) \equiv k(y, W)$ separately ranked with $k' < 0$, over the range $[0, y^*]$, where $y^* = h^*$ is the solution to

$$k(h^*, W) = \phi W - (1 - \beta)D(H - h^*) = 0. \quad (4)$$

An example may be helpful. Suppose, quite plausibly\[14\] that $D(h) = M - (M - m)h/H$ on $[0, H]$ and (implausibly) that $\phi(h)$ is linear and perfectly negatively correlated with demand: $\phi(h) = h/H$. Then $h^* = y^*$ solves

$$W(1 - h^*/H) = (1 - \beta)\{M - (M - m)(1 - h^*/H)\},$$

$$h^*/H = \frac{W - (1 - \beta)m}{W + (M - m)(1 - \beta)}. \quad (5)$$

Figure 2 illustrates the residual demand curve, curtailment and actual wind output, plotted as functions of $h$ as curtailment increases monotonically beyond $H - h^*$ because of its perfect negative correlation with demand.

\[14\]The demand duration curve of Figure 1 was taken from GB data and is nearly linear over much of its length.
Figure 2: Hypothetical duration curves for perfectly negatively correlated wind

Figure 3 gives an illustrative (but still stylized) example using GB demand and actual wind data for 2018, but scaling wind up every hour by a factor of three, and then considering an increase in wind capacity of 1,000 MW (from the assumed start level of 39,100 MW). It shows the residual demand ranked in descending order over all hours, \( h \), with the volume of wind curtailed in the same hour, \( h \). The curtailment function is then graphed as \( k(y, W) \) on \([0, y^*]\) with \( k' < 0 \). In this more realistic case where wind has little correlation with demand there is no simple relation between \( h \) and \( y \).

Figure 3: GB residual demand and curtailment function, scaled 2018 wind

\(^{15}\)GB demand is as measured, PV is ignored, actual wind in each hour is trebled, all storage and exports/imports are ignored.
The normal way to measure curtailment is the volume of wind curtailed, \( \int_0^{h^*} k(W, h)dh \), which in general will be higher than \( h^*W\phi \) as curtailment hours are likely to be hours of above average capacity factors. Existing wind farms experience average curtailment per MW of installed capacity (and the associated hours of zero profit) of \( \int_0^{h^*} k(W, h)dh/W \) per MW of capacity. Marginal curtailment caused by the entry of 1 MW of extra wind capacity is

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial W} \int_0^{h^*} k(W, h)dh = k(W, h^*) \frac{\partial h^*}{\partial W} + \int_0^{h^*} \frac{\partial k(W, h)}{\partial W} dh,
\]

(6)

The ratio of the marginal to average curtailment is \( W \int_0^{h^*} \frac{\partial k}{\partial W} dh / \int_0^{h^*} k dh \). In figure 3, the curtailment function is roughly linear in \( y \) over much of its range and can be approximated by

\[
k = \alpha (W - W_0)(1 - y/y^*),
\]

(7)

with \( W_0 \) the level of wind at which curtailment first appears. In this GB case \( W_0 = 20,551 \) MW, \( W = 35,928 \) MW, \( \alpha = 0.318 \), and \( y^* = h^* = 1,361 \) hrs. Appendix A shows that the ratio of the marginal to average curtailment from (13) is just \( 2W/(W - W_0) \) or 4.7, considerably greater than 2. This is a startling result and has a number of implications, some of which are pursued elsewhere (Newbery, 2023b). Perhaps the most obvious is that the cost of delivering a flow of output rises almost inversely with marginal curtailment. Thus if average curtailment is 15%, and as a result marginal curtailment is 50%, the last MW of installed VRE capacity will be almost twice the cost per MWh compared to low penetrations with no system-wide curtailment. Newbery (2021) gives more realistic estimates for island of Ireland in 2026 taking account of storage and exports and finds the ratio 3.66.

Total system costs with wind but without nuclear and replacing \( P = D(L) - F - \delta W \), where \( \delta W \) is the the System Operator’s reliability EFC of wind capacity \( W \), will be

\[
C = Wr_W + Fr_F + (D(L) - F - \delta W)(r_P + v_P L) + V \int_0^L (D(h) - D(L))dh + v_P \int_L^{h_P} (D(h) - F - \phi W)dh + v_F Fh_p + v_F \int_{h_P}^L (D(h) - \phi W)dh,
\]

(8)

as the variable cost of wind is zero. The first-order condition for minimizing fossil generation cost are unchanged:

\[
0 = \frac{\partial C}{\partial F} = (r_F - r_P) - (v_P - v_F)h_P, \\
h_P = \Delta r/\Delta v, \quad \Delta r \equiv r_F - r_P, \quad \Delta v \equiv v_P - v_F.
\]

16The peak capacity factor for the whole of the UK is 93.4% (as wind farms in different locations are not perfectly correlated) so the peak wind output is divided by 0.934 to derive the implied capacity. The increase in 1,000 MW gives an increase in peak wind output of 934 MW.
and the length of time the peaking plant is needed is invariant to installed capacities (although capacities do depend on demand).

The total surplus (consumer surplus less generation cost) is

\[ S = V \int_0^H (D(h)dh - C), \]

which, after noting that the envelope condition allows us to remove all terms in \( F \) from (8), becomes

\[ S = V \int_L^H D(h)dh - Wr_W - (D(L) - \delta W)(r_P + v_P L) \tag{9} \]

\[ + v_P \int_L^{h_P} (\phi W - D(h))dh + v_F \int_{h_P}^{H-h^*} (\phi W - D(h))dh. \]

4.1 The marginal social value of VRE

Curtailment implies that the efficient price during curtailed periods will be the avoidable cost of wind (or VRE more generally), taken as zero, and as \( \partial h^*/\partial W > 0 \), additional wind will cannibalize the revenue from existing wind, as the number of profitable hours will decrease. However, new entrants enjoy the average, not the marginal curtailment that is relevant for assessing the benefits of additional wind investment. The social benefit of an extra MW of wind capacity will be, from (9) and (3):

\[ \frac{\partial S}{\partial W} = \delta(r_P + v_P L) + \phi v_P(h_P - L) + \phi v_F(H - h^* - h_P) \]

\[ - v_F(D(H - h^*) - \phi W)\partial h^*/\partial W - r_W, \]

\[ = (\delta V - \phi v_P)L + \phi\{r_F - r_P + v_F(H - h^*)\} - v_F \beta D(H - h^*)\partial h^*/\partial W - r_W. \tag{10} \]

In the first line note that \( h_P = \Delta r/\Delta v \) while in the second line \( \phi W = (1 - \beta)D(H - h^*) \) from [4], and so simplifies to \( v_F \beta D(H - h^*)\partial h^*/\partial W \). The last line gives the surplus from 1 MW of extra wind, which can be compared to the market revenue below.

4.2 Decentralizing the efficient solution: charging for inertia

As before, efficient prices, \( p(h) \), are equal to the System Marginal Cost (if not load shedding) or the VoLL (when shedding load). For \( 0 \leq h \leq L \), \( p(h) = V \), for \( L < h \leq h_P \), \( p(h) = v_P \), for \( h_P < h < H - h^* \), \( p(h) = v_F \), and for \( H - h^* \leq h \leq H \), \( p(h) = 0 \) (the avoidable cost of wind). As in section 3, free entry with consistent choices of \( V, L \) ensures conventional plant just covers its costs. The expected market unit net surplus (per MW of wind) (as \( E\phi = \phi \)) will be

\[ M_W = \phi\{VL + v_P(h_P - L) + (H - h^* - h_P)v_F\} - r_W, \]

\[ = \phi\{r_P + h_P(v_P - v_F) + (H - h^*)v_F\} - r_W, \]

\[ = \phi\{r_F + (H - h^*)v_F\} - r_W. \]
If it is left to wind producers to decide whether or not to enter\textsuperscript{17} then efficient entry requires that marginal surplus/MW, \(\partial S/\partial W\), of equation (10) is equal to the expected net market surplus/MW. Normally one might expect that if all externalities (emissions pricing, learning spill-overs, congestion and balancing via nodal pricing) are internalized, then the efficient equilibrium ought to be supported in a competitive market, but that is not the case here without recognizing the cost of inertia. The annualized value of this cost including any excess capacity credit is \(\tau/M\text{Wyear}\) (if negative, a subsidy) to restore equality and hence efficient entry, with \(\tau = M_W - \partial S/\partial W\):

\[
\begin{align*}
\tau(W) &= \phi\{r_F + (H - h^\ast)v_F\} - r_W - (\delta V - \phi v_P)L - \phi\{r_F - r_P + v_F(H - h^\ast)\} \\
&\quad + v_F\beta D(H - h^\ast)\partial h^\ast/\partial W + r_W, \\
&= (\phi - \delta)VL + v_F\beta D(H - h^\ast)\partial h^\ast/\partial W > 0, \quad (11)
\end{align*}
\]

substituting for \(\phi r_P = \phi(V - v_P)L\) in the top line. If there is noneed to curtail wind, \(h^\ast = \partial h^\ast/\partial W = 0,\) and (11) can be interpreted as a method of de-rating wind to achieve efficient entry, \(\delta = \phi,\) consistent with the claim that in the absence of any correlation of wind with demand, wind should be de-rated by its average capacity factor, \(\phi\) (Zachery et al., 2019). Allowing for such correlations gives a different result (see Newbery, 2020)\textsuperscript{18}.

If \(\partial h^\ast/\partial W > 0\) then there is an additional cost proportional to the cost, \(v_F,\) of the volume \(\beta\) of inertial services required for the additional number of hours, \(\partial h^\ast/\partial W\) caused by the addition of wind capacity. It is difficult to imagine how this can be charged as an ancillary inertia service charge in hours of surplus wind, and in any case the primary signal needed is not short-run dispatch (that is given by the efficient wholesale price in surplus hours of zero) but the entry signal, the time when the capacity value is typically determined for new entrants in the capacity auction.

It may be possible to devise a suitable contract to address the inertia externality. Periodic auctions for VRE could clear at a strike price that would be payable on non-curtailed day-ahead forecast output for a fixed number of forecast full-output hours (e.g. 30,000MWh/MW). Curtailment would be determined on a last-in, first to be curtailed rule, and curtailed hours would not count to the full-output contacted hours. Later entrants would face increasing delays in earning their strike-priced output, raising the cost of entry.

It would appear that if the inertia constraint is relaxed, in the extreme in which \(\beta = 0,\) and

\textsuperscript{17}Greve and Rocha (2020, p91) note that a 2019 Dutch off-shore wind tender “introduced a no subsidy requirement.”

\textsuperscript{18}If reliability is interpreted as no black-outs in 90\% of years, then it would be more appropriate to look at the distribution of wind output in stress hours, and take derating as the lower 10\%th percentile. See Wilton et al. (2014) and for the importance of rare events, Wolak (2022).
wind is suitably de-rated as above, then $\tau = 0$, and there is no distortion. This is misleading, as there are other system stability constraints, which might be most simply addressed by assuming the need for a minimum level of flexible capacity, $m$, able to almost instantly respond to sudden demand-supply imbalances (e.g. caused by the loss of the largest generation unit or transmission link, the N-1 constraint). At some point $\text{Min}(\phi(t)W -(1-\beta)D(t) < m$, and at that point the inertia constraint, the last term in equation (9), will be replaced by the cost of running the required reserves that displace (curtail) wind: $mv_F(H-h^*)^{19}$ Its derivative is $-mv_F\partial h^*/\partial W$ and so equation (11) can be replaced by

$$\tau(W) = (\phi - \delta)VL + v_Fm\partial h^*/\partial W > 0.$$ (12)

This is consistent with (11), as the point at which the inertia constraint is replaced by the reserve constraint, $m = D(H-h^*)$.

4.3 Numerical estimates

The inertia charge is best measured as a percent of the annual fixed cost, $\tau/r_W$:

$$\tau(W)/r_W = (v_F/r_W)\beta D(H-h^*)\partial h^*/\partial W.$$  

For the illustrative example of figure 3, $\beta = 25\%$, $\partial h^*/\partial W = 0.108$ and $\beta D(H-h^*) = 8.812$ hrs. Table 1, taken from Newbery (2020, Table 2) for the Single Electricity Market (SEM) of the island of Ireland, gives values for $v_F$ (using 2019 prices) and $r_F$, giving $\tau/r_F = 48\%$, high because it ignored important relevant features of storage and export to avoid curtailment. More soundly based data from Newbery (2020) for the SEM considered two cases for $\beta$ (25% and in the ambitious case, 15%) and for the export and storage opportunities in 2026. The costs are converted (at 2018 exchange rates of €1.13=£1) to € and shown in Table 1. The projected median gas price was then €21.4/MWh (FES, 2019) while the CO$_2$ price was taken as €40/tonne. The corrective charge in the first case ($\beta = 25\%$) is $\tau/r_W = 20\%$ and in the ambitious case just under 10\% of annual fixed costs.

| Table 1 Cost estimates \(^{20}\) |

\(^{19}\) If such plant has a different variable cost then $v_F$ can be replaced by the appropriate value.

\(^{20}\) BEIS (2020) gives 2025 (medium) capital costs for base and peaking plant (open-cycle gas turbine) and on-shore wind, as well as the fixed and variable operating costs and fuel efficiencies. The capital cost figures for base and peaking are per derated MW, and so the cost per installed MW needs to be inflated to allow for this.
4.4 Learning externalities

Learning externalities were discussed above in 2.2 and 2.3 above and arise when each installation reduces the cost of successive installations. As such it is a club good in which members of the club (the beneficiaries of the future cost reductions) can collectively agree to share the burden of the current higher cost investments. The EU achieves this by agreeing national targets for the volume of renewable energy each Member State should deliver. The assumption above was that the learning spillovers were already corrected, but the empirical figures for the annualized capital costs were not so corrected. Newbery (2018a) shows how to calculate the globally desirable level of subsidy and Newbery (2020) derives the values, with a central estimate for the SEM in 2026 of 10% of the capital cost. This is comparable to, and offsets, the ambitious scenario corrective charge and therefore roughly cancels it out. Taking the uncorrected IRENA (2016) learning rate estimates at face value, the learning subsidy might be 16% of the capital cost, again, not far short of the corrective charge in the base case, at least for the SEM.

5 Conclusions

Once a wind turbine is commissioned and connected, it will generate so long as it is not constrained or off-line. Some constraints are local, caused by transmission limits, and are best handled either by nodal pricing, or in its absence by offering non-firm connections in such locations (with the option of paying a fair share of any grid reinforcement costs needed to provide firm access to the rest of the system, as described by the LCNF project Plug and Play). The constraints considered here are system wide, and need a system-wide solution. The first part of good system design is to ensure that carbon costs are properly charged, innovative technologies are compensated for their external learning benefits, and electricity pricing into the grid reflects the social marginal cost of generation, cleansed of distortionary subsidies (except where, as a second best, carbon taxes are below their social cost, and zero carbon generation can be compensated per MWh for the underpricing of any carbon displaced).

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$r_F$</th>
<th>€85,218/MWyr</th>
<th>$v_F$</th>
<th>€61/MWh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$r_P$</td>
<td>€37,012/MWyr</td>
<td>$v_P$</td>
<td>€91/MWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_W$</td>
<td>€120,132/MWyr</td>
<td>$v_W$</td>
<td>€7/MWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta r$</td>
<td>€48,206/MWyr</td>
<td>$\Delta v$</td>
<td>€30/MWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_P$</td>
<td>1,607 hours</td>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>8 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

21 at https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/sites/default/files/docs/2015/05/fpp_sdrc_reward_application_v2.0_pxm_2015-05-01_final_0.pdf
The remaining element of good market design is to ensure the efficient entry (and type) of new generation. With an efficient energy-only market, or suitably auctioned capacity payments, fossil entry can be left to market signals. The capacity credit for wind is rather more complicated to calculate and very sensitive to demand and wind conditions in winter months, as well as reliability and resilience requirements. The tentative conclusion from rough calculations (in the fuller model set out in Newbery, 2020) is that its capacity credit seems lower than those currently used. The key new factor considered here is that once wind penetration is high enough to cause system-wide curtailment, additional wind imposes an additional cost that is not reflected in market prices, as the marginal curtailment is many times higher than the average curtailment that sets prices. This can be viewed as a “tragedy of the commons” – freeloading on the inertial services that are caused by the marginal entrant but experienced by all VRE. These extra costs reflect the cost of the share of dispatchable generation, \( \beta \), that is needed to supply the inertia, and is simplest to consider as an annual charge to levy at the time of new entry of VRE. The two cases considered above give rise to material annual charges of 10-20\% of annual fixed costs, roughly proportional to \( \beta \). Offsetting this corrective charge, the global learning externality (mostly reaped abroad, but internalized if other countries offer similar subsidies as a club payment, e.g. under the EU Clean Energy Package) might be 11-17\% of annual fixed costs and therefore of comparable magnitude.

The conclusion is that the capacity credit offered to VRE may differ (and be lower than) the capacity credit used to determine the amount of de-rated capacity needed to meet the reliability standard. Most other ancillary or system services can be handled through markets, auctions, and proper network charging contracts. The curtailment effect or inertia charge will depend very much on system characteristics (penetration and SNSP most directly) and in the SEM is comparable to the likely justified global learning subsidy. Whether this would be true in other systems or with higher VRE penetration should be explored as part of wider study of the appropriate way to support VRE, and the extent to and manner in which to grant capacity payments to wind. The simpler alternative is to set the renewables target and run auctions for the amount of renewables by allowing them to bid for the strike price in a Contract for Difference (CfD) for the first 30,000 full operating hours (i.e. MWh/MW), which would provide a revenue stream for about 12-15 years, perhaps with the variant of not paying for nor counting the plant’s constrained hours. The proper design of the CfD to avoid other distortions has been set out in Newbery (2023a), and includes an efficient long-term contract for network use. Savelli et al. (2022) proposed another form of CfD to correct for locational differences, but do not include any technological differentiation for the inertial charge, which will differ as between wind and PV, and their correlation with system curtailment.
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Appendix A Linearizing curtailment functions

The curtailment function in figure 3 is roughly linear and can be approximated by (now replacing $y$ by $h$ for convenience)

$$k = A(1 - h/h_r^*) + \alpha(W - W_r),$$

where subscript $r$ refers to a reference level of wind, $W_r$. If this holds over a wide enough range then there will be no curtailment until $W = W_0$, in which case $A = \alpha(W_r - W_0)$, and

$$h^* = h_r^* \frac{W - W_0}{W_r - W_0},$$

$$k = \alpha(W - W_0)(1 - h/h^*),$$

$$\frac{\partial h^*}{\partial W} = \frac{h_r^*}{W_r - W_0} = \frac{h^*}{W - W_0}.$$  

It follows that

$$\int_0^{h^*} k dh = \frac{1}{2} \alpha(W - W_0)h^*,$$

$$\int_0^{h^*} \frac{\partial k}{\partial W} dh = \alpha \int_0^{h^*} (1 - h/h^*) dh + \alpha(W - W_0) \int_0^{h^*} \frac{h}{h^*} \frac{\partial h^*}{\partial W},$$

$$= \alpha h^*. $$

The ratio of the marginal to the average curtailment is then

$$\frac{W \int_0^{h^*} \frac{\partial k}{\partial W} dh}{\int_0^{h^*} k dh} = \frac{2W}{W - W_0} > 2,$$

which will be high if $W - W_0$ is small, and tend to 2 as $W >> W_0$.  
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